CloudBank™ ...endless cloud-based medical archive

Digital radiography eliminates numerous costs and problems. It also generates massive amounts of confidential patient data that must be legally protected and retrievable on demand for many years. To avoid the liability and costs of local data, storage hardware and networking personnel, we created CloudDR, CloudBank, and ViewCloud. This new suite of cloud-centered imaging products empowers healthcare providers to simply use technology, without having to specialize in it. At the center of this family of “plug and play” imaging appliances is CloudBank.

CloudBank is a cloud-based, secure, off-site, digital medical data center that automatically stores your CloudDR radiograph studies for long-term archival and recall. CloudBank acts as an unlimited, seamlessly integrated, remote hard drive for the CloudDR acquisition appliance, so your digital radiography system can never be “full” or lose data. With CloudBank’s hyper-efficient architecture and scale, the local data problem is solved and the benefits are broad... at a price that makes old-style vendors blush with apology.
CloudBank™ Data Center:

Simple Archival and Review Model
• Store studies for 7 Years for a one-time fee of $1*  
• Unlimited, free, on-demand review of stored studies **  
• No tiered pricing. Studies on demand for the archived life of the study  
• No equipment spending, expertise, staff, work, or planning  
• No risk of local data and "full" hard drives on acquisition devices  
• No need to have on-site DICOM server(s) and off-site back-ups  

Plug and Play with CloudDR Digital Radiography  
• Install, perform, archive, and review studies... in the same day  
• One-touch, automatic study archival from CloudDR to CloudBank  

Centralized Upgrades and Profiles  
• Free, ongoing, automatic, instant upgrades with no user effort required  
• Future-proof capacity, features, standards, data formats and compliance  
• Centralized user profiles for consistent wherever/whenever viewing *

Open, Expandable and Collaborative  
• Designed for the largest multi-hospital systems  
• Scale "down" for mid-sized and private facilities. Simplify for free.  
• Add multiple DICOM modalities, like CT, MRI, and Ultrasound **  
• Easy data migration from older, outdated modalities and PACS  
• Seamless interfaces available to EMR/HIS/RIS and any data repository  
• FDA passed/DICOM/MH/7/EMR/EMR/HIS/MHL/MPPS/MPR/MIP supported  
• User selectable DICOM JPG 2000 compression and decompression settings  
• Progressive retrieval - instant first image use during full data set streaming  

HIPAA Compliance Features for Security and Privacy  
• Security login restricts access to authenticated users  
• User access tracking and activity logging  
• Auto time-out ensures there is no unauthorized access  
• 128-bit encryption support for Internet access

All offers subject to Cuattro Master Warranty & Support Terms & Conditions. * Valid Software Support Agreement required. ** Additional cost may apply. ViewCloud products may be required.

A Smarter direction in Digital Radiography. Better and Affordable.

Digital radiography is no longer just for well-funded hospitals with IT departments. With CloudDR, CloudBank, and ViewCloud, it is for you, your practice, and your patients. CloudBank frees you from the need to provide the staff, storage hardware, data administration, facilities, power, and network support traditionally required to manage the liabilities of local study data. Digital radiography just became good medicine and good business.
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